











THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31
189O.
Also, the Mayor's Inaugural Address, Reports of City
Officers, Board of Instruction, etc.
PORTSMOUTH:





Hon. EDMUND S. FAY, Mayor.
ALDERMEN.
Ward i—Isaac Furber, Ward 2—Edward E. Mclntire,
Thomas Entwistle, Enoch J. Conner,
Nathaniel E. Winn. John McCaffery.
Ward 3—Harry J. Freeman. Ward 4—John E. Rider.
Charles W. Coleman.
MERCER GOODRICH, City Clerk.
COMMON COUNCILMEN.
FRED H. WARD, President.
Ward 1—Fred H. Ward, Ward 2—Thomas Kennedy,
Sidney H. Winn, James A. Rand,
Daniel F. Sullivan, John Wood,
Warren O. Lear, William E. Storer,
Charles E. Trafton, Arthur G. Brewster,
Jeremiah J. Couhig. John D. Randall.
Ward 3—Bartholomew Mahoney, Ward 4—William G. Smart.
Alexander Dawson. William P. Gardner,
William H. Lear,
Frank Pearson.
CHARLES E. SENTER, Clerk.
ASSESSORS OF TAXES.
Allison S. Littlefield, Theodore G. Perkins, Samuel P. Tread-
well, George Annable, Lewis G. Davis, Albert C. Anderson,
Alexander L. Rand, Stephen A. Preble, Elvin Newton.
OVERSEERS OF THE POOR.
The Mayor, chairman, ex-officio, John F. Flynn, John L.
Randall, William Cogan, James W. Sowersby.
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.
Edmund S. Fay, Chairman, Charles H. Morss, Secretary.
Alfred Gooding, John J. Laskey, Henry E. Hovey, Richard
I. Walden. Term expires August i, 1893.
Charles A. Sinclair, A. P. Wendell, Timothy F. Cronin, Isaac
Furber. Term expires August 1, 1892.
Charles E. Batchelder, Wintrop Hoyt, David Urch, Ira C.
Seymour. Term expires August 1, 1891.
Superintendent of Schools, Charles H. Morss.
TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC LIBRARY.
President, the Mayor, ex-officio.
Three Years—Frank Jones, Edward P. Kimball.
Two Years—Andrew E. Sherburne. Emma J. W. Magraw.
One Year—Mary E. Prescott, Wm. H. Sise, Fred H. Ward.
President of Common Council; William G. Billings.
Treasurer, Charles A. Hazlett.
Librarian, Robert E. Rich.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Chief Engineer, James F. Shannon.
Assistant Engineers, Joseph A. Randall, John E. Harmon.
Clerk of Fire Department, Samuel R. Gardner.
Superintendent of Fire Alarm Telegraph, Wilber I. Trafton.
POLICE DEPARTMENT.
Police commissioners, Aldermen Rider, Mclntire and Winn.
fustice of Police Court, Charles E. Batchelder.
Specialfustice, Marcellus Bufford.
City Solicitor, Samuel W. Emery.
City Marshal, Charles H. Joy.
Assistant Marshal, Benjamin F. Gardner.
Sergeant of Police, John Falvey,
Captain of Night Watch, Oliver M. Jellison.
Roundsman, George H. Carlton.
Watchmen, David W. Faulkner, Herman A. Clark, Charles
O. Johnson, Woodbury Shannon, Fred F. Randall, Thomas
Quinn, George R. Raitt, Michael Hurley.
OTHER CITY OFFICERS.
City Treasurer, John J. Laskey.
City Collector, John J. Laskey.
City Messenger, Samuel R. Gardner.
Street Commissioner, Joseph R. Holmes.
Superintendent of Goodwin Park, Marcellus Eldredge.
City Physician, Daniel W. Jones.
Superintendent of City Farm, William H. Seymour.
Health Officer, Henry F. Clark.
Surveyors of Highways, District i, Hanson Hoyt; District
2, W. G. Mason ; District 3, Eugene Flynn ; District 4, A. J.
Sides; District 5, Ernest Rand; District 6, Albert Shedd.
Inspector of Petroleum, Frank Horrocks.
Sealer of Weights and Measures, John H. Wells.
Keeper of Powder Magazine, John F. Shillaber.
Fence Viewers, Jefferson C. Rowe, Abram S. Waldron,
Charles W. Norton.
Harbor Master, Richard T. Call.
Port Wardens, Daniel Littlefield, Howell C. Russell, John S.
Volger.
Lamp Lighters, William P. Gardner, Samuel Webber.
Lot Layer, A. C. Hoyt.
Surveyors of Lumber, Benjamin M. Parker, Thos. E. Call, Jr.
Daniel Littlefield, Frank C. Sides, William D. Varrell.
Weighers, Hiram F. Williams, James M. Salter, Otis F. Phil-
brick, William P. Pickett, Arthur W. Walker, Soloman Seymour,
Gardner J. Greenleaf, Abram S.Waldron, John E.Dimick, Frank
Langley.
Measurers of Wood, Benjamin M. Parker, Daniel Littlefield,
Hiram F. Williams, Otis F. Philbrick, Arthur W. Walker, Chas.
E. Walker, James S. Woods, Frederick W. Rogers, William P.
Pickett, James M. Salter,
Lnspectors of Flour, John Parkins, James W. Sowersby, Henry
A. Yeaton.
INSPECTORS OF CHECK LISTS.
William E. Littlefield, John P. Tibbetts, Ernest L. Guptill,
John L. Frisbee, George W. Scott, Thomas J. Goodwin, Samuel
R. Gardner, Clerk.
SELECTMEN.
Ward i—Frank P. Garland, Daniel F. Sullivan, Augustus Wells.
Ward 2—Frank Williams, Timothy J. Kelly, Daniel C. Church.
Ward 3—James G. Locke, Frank G. Sherburne, John Jones.
Ward 4—Willard M. Gray, Albert E. Grover, William P. Mur-
phy.
MODERATORS.
Ward i—John S. Whidden. Ward 2—Charles A. Sinclair.
Ward 3—Wm. J. Kelly Ward 4—Richard T. Call.
WARD CLERKS.
Ward 1—Fred H. Ward. Ward 2—John W. Kelly.
Ward 3—Daniel Waldron. Ward 4—Charles E. Senter.
Inaugural Address
OF
Hon. E. S. FAY, Mayor,
AUGUST 12th, 1890.
Gentlemen of the City Councils :
In entering upon the discharge of my official duties for an-
other year, I cannot refrain from expressing a feeling of satis-
faction that my course during the past year has met with the ap-
proval of a majority of my fellow citizens, as they have shown
by electing me for a second term. And I desire to assure them
that in the future as well as in the past, should any of them dif-
fer with me in regard to questions of public welfare, 1 shall
have no pride of opinion, but shall be glad to take counsel and
advice from any citizen, be he the humblest or the highest, to
the end that such a course shall be adopted as will promote the
best interest of all
WATER.
The most important question before our citizens which agi-
tates the public mind is, whether the city of Portsmouth shall
own and control the water supply, and be able to furnish pure
water to all the inhabitants at fair rates, or whether, while al-
most every other city in the country owns its water works,
Portsmouth alone shall go on as it has for years, without any
supply of its own,— at the mercy of private corporations, and
liable at any time to have ruinous terms for water dictated by
powerful syndicates, with no alternative but submission.
My opinions upon the question are well known, and I have
frequently and publicy stated the reasons which have induced
8
me to form these opinions, so that they are well known to you
and require no extended mention here.
I am heartily in favor of purchasing the property of the
Portsmouth Aqueduct company at the price at which it is of-
fered—$150,000—which I consider a fair price and no more
than this valuable and remunerative property is justly worth. I
therefore recommend that you take such steps as will insure the
possession of this property by the city at a date as early as pos-
sible.
PORTSMOUTH AND DOVER RAILROAD.
The recommendation made by me in August last, that the
city sell from time to time the stock of the Portsmouth & Do-
ver railroad, having been favorably received by the city coun-
cils, one thousand shares of this stock were sold, and with the
proceeds six per cent bonds to the amount of $110,500 were re-
tired. This operation was considered so favorable to the city
that seven hundred and twenty shares more have been sold and
from the proceeds six per cent bonds to the amount of $16,000
have been retired, and the balance of the proceeds, amounting
to $69,666.63, has been placed on interest to the credit of the
city awaiting the further purchase of such bonds.
At the present time the city owns 1820 shares of stock in the
Portsmouth & Dover Railroad, worth nearly or quite $210,000,
and adding the above amount of cash already received and on
hand, $69,666.63, we have $279,666.63 with which to pay bonds
issued to purchase this stock and now outstanding of $217,500,
so that when this stock has been wholly sold and all the bonds
retired, the city will net a handsome profit by the operation.
CITY DEBT.
The bonded indebtedness of the city, exclusive of the bonds
above named, amounts to $192,500, no part of which falls
due during our term of office.
The increase in this indebtedness arises, as \ou know, from
the bonds issued in November last, to the amount of $57,000
for the erection of two new school houses. But as none of these
bonds have a greater rate of interest than four per cent, the
amount of the annual interest paid by the city differs but little
from that heretofore paid when a large part of the indebtedness
was bearing six per cent. In the above statement I have not
taken into account the cash in the city treasury and some minor
assets available as cash at any time, a part of which as well as
the profits already made on the stock of the Portsmouth and
Dover railroad might properly be considered in arriving at an
exact statement of the net city debt, while the city has other
property, real and personal, standing upon the city books at
the valuation of $214,711. But the above figures will show you
that, considering the large expense incurred all in one year for
the new schoolhouses, the financial conditon of the city is ex-
cellent.
NEW SCHOOL HOUSES.
The new school houses, which have been so long needed, and
which all our citizens hope will meet the long-felt want of all
friends of the common school in our city, are nearly completed.
The amounts realized from the total appropriations for these
buildings was $75,606 84
There has been spent up to Aug.8th, inst, the sum of 61,831 28
Leaving a balance of $ x 3>775 56
From which there will be required to pay building
contractors $10,795 00
And heating contractors l ,5°° °° ^,295 00
Leaving a balance of $1,480 58
which will propably be sufficient to cover all the small inciden-
tal expenses required to complete these structures.
APPROPRIATIONS.
You will find that the condition of the various ordinary ap-
propriations for the city expenses for the current year will com-
pare favorably with that of previous years, and excepting the
appropriations for city lands and buildings, you will find funds
in the city treasury to the credit of these appropriations, suf-
ficient for the present want. It will be necessary, however, to
make an additional appropriation to cover the expense of repairs
upon the city hall now nearly completed, as the funds available
for that purpose have been exhausted. A new highway has re-
cently been laid out from a point on Pleasant street near the
Universalist meeting house, across the South pond, along
Langdon park to the South road, and, in order to build it, you
will find it necessary to make the required appropriations. The
advantages of this road will seem to be apparent to all, and I
recommend that you provide the necessary funds to complete it.
Our streets are not in such good condition as they should be,
but so long as the Street Department is burdened with the la-
bor and expense of removing twice each week the ashes and
refuse from the premises of all the inhabitants of the city, it
will be impossible to improve them as a whole with an appro-
priation of the amount usually made for this purpose. In fact
an appropriation of double the sum usually made could profit-
ably be expended. Of the $14,000.00 appropriated for the
streets the current year a little over $8,000 has been expended.
Of the $2500 appropriated for sidewalks, less than $1700 has
been expended. But the balance of these appropriations will
only be sufficient for the ordinary expenses of these depart-
ments during the remainder of the year. I would suggest that
you take this question of what is best for our streets into seri-
ous consideration and carefully investigate it and ascertain
what can be done to better their condition without increasing
two much the burdens of the tax-payers.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
The fire department, upon which we are all so dependent
for protection to life and property, is the most important object
of our care, and should be liberally dealt with. Its efficiency
should never be impaired for the want of suitable apparatus to
enable it to work successfully. Nothing will enthuse courage
and spirit into the department so much as well equipped ap-
paratus in which the firemen take pride, and nothing will so
discourage and destroy their interest as old and unsatisfactory
apparatus not fitted for the work required. I am pleased to
say that at presant I believe this department to be in a high
state of efficiency, and on the whole as good as that of any
other city in the country where high water service does not ex-
ist. During the past year steamer Sagamore, No. 1, has been
repaired and rebuilt at an expense of $3,300, so that it is better
than when new. Two new hose-carriages have been purchased
and a new reservoir built on Richards avenue. Other minor im-
provements and additions have been made and some more
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which will come to your attention from time to time will be
found necessary. But it seems to me at this time some meas-
ures should be taken to give better fire protection to the people
and large property interests at the west end of the city, in the
vicinity of the shoe factory. This section of the city is rapidly
growing, and manufacturing industries upon which we are large-
ly dependent are located there. In case of fire there, much val-
uable time is lost in hauling the engines, and in the winter time
should the streets be drifted with snow, no one can estimate
the damage that might be done before the fire apparatus could
be drawn to the spot. The safety of the whole city would be
endangered, and, in any event, the damage from such a fire
might be far reaching and destructive to the indrustrial inter-
ests of this community. I feel it my duty to strongly recom-
mend that immediate action be taken by you before the com-
ing winter in this matter, and-that a steam fire engine be loca-
ted in that part of the city, which might be manned by firemen
residing there, so that no unneceesary time be lost in case of
fire. I think we owe it as a duty to that section of the city to
see that it is not left utterly defenceless against the devour-
ing element.
CITY FARM.
Under an ordinance passed by the city councils, the lots of
land which had been heretofore laid out from a part of the city
farm were ordered to be sold at auction, and thirty five lots
were sold for the sum of $6,658.00 in June last. The result of
this sale is so satisfactory that it would seem to be wise to layout
more lots in that vicinity and sell them. In this way not only
the city obtains funds to meet its indebtedness from the property
now unproductive and yielding no income, but the taxable prop-
erty of the city will be increased. It was also voted to erect a
suitable home for the poor and sell the old almshouse, but the
proposals for erecting the new house were so high that they
were rejected and no further progress has been made. If an
almshouse is necessary in your judgement, I would suggest
whether it would not be better now to see if the old building
can not be remodelled and repaired at a reasonable cost, so as
to be suitable and thereby the expense of a new building saved
and the land reserved for it sold with the other lots.
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POLICE.
It cannot be too often repeated or too strongly emphasized
that the police force should be composed of active men, of
good habits and possessed of cool heads and sound common
sense. Without these qualifications no man on the force can
be a good officer; with them he cannot be anything else. It is
currently reported and generaly understood that there is to be
a sweeping change in the membership of the force. In their
selection I have no voice, but I have the right, as the chief ex-
ecutive officer of the city, and as a citizen, to insist that if a
change is made, every member of the new force shall answer
the requirements above named.
CONCLUSION.
In submitting these crude statements and suggestions, I am
aware that the condition of the affairs of the city and its wants
hive been only partially and imperfectly set forth. I have
merely attempted to call your attention to a few of what seemed
to me the most important subjects, which interest you or upon
which you will be called to act. When others arise, I
shall not hesitate to give you my views upon them, though I
have no power excepting such as you give me. We have been
elected to the offices we have today assumed, by different politi-
cal parties, but in consultation together as citizens to promote
the common welfare, I trust parties will be forgotten and poli-
tics will have no place. The only motive which should control
us in the performence of our official duties should be to do
that which shall be for the greatest good to the greatest num-
ber, and to this I pledge my best efforts.
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF
The Hanoi
1 and Board of icemen,
For the Year ending December 31, 1890,
EXPENDITURES.
State Tax,
Paid Solon A. Carter, State Treasurer $20,115 00
County Tax.
Paid Thomas E. Call, Jr., County Treasurer 20,212 96
City Debt.
Paid City Bonds, 2,000 00
Interest.
Paid Coupons, 7>48o 00
Paid Interest on Haven Fund 83 40
Paid Interest on Jones Fund 30 00
Paid Interest on DeMeritt Fund 30 00
Paid Interest on Temporary Loan 660 05
,283 45
Less Interest received on deposits 273 47




Pay Rolls 5, 800 01
14
Streets.
Ame Co., standard food
Mrs. W, Bancroft, labor
Joseph F, Berry, blankets,,
Boston & Maine R. R,, freight
Joshua Brooks & Co., corn and oats.
John H. Broughton, cement, bricks, etc.
Frank O. Brown, stone
T. E. Call & Son, lumber
Chronicle & Gazette Pub. Co,, advertising
H. W. Clapp & Co., iron gates and traps
Henry B„ Colson, cart and labor
Concord Railroad, freighting
John Conlon, horse liniment
Cunningham & Davis, cushions
Lemuel T. Davis, cushions
C. M. deRochemont, straw
Joseph F. Danielson, labor
Oliver Downing, axle grease
Charles S. Drown, canvas
John Dyer, iron work
Charles Elliott, professional services
W. E. Falvey, labor
Edward Foss, shotes
Harry J. Freeman, hay
William P. Gardner, shovelling snow
Thomas Freeman, painting bridge
Benjamin Green, liniment
Elmer Green, labor
Mercer Goodrich, cash paid expressage
Gardner J. Greenleaf, cart wheels, etc.
E. Ham & Co,, pair horses
James Hennessey, labor
Charles N. Holmes, sharpening saws
Joseph R. Holmes, straw and use of horse
A. Jenness, iron work
Fred Johnson, labor
Frank L. Keyes, straw
Robert King, labor
J. T. Larrabee, repairing harnesses
Major S. Langdon, paint and labor
B. S. Laskey, labor
John H. Lawry, labor
Charles E. Leach, labor
Albion Littlefield, labor





William G. Marshall, railroad fares
Daniel Mason, sleds, etc.
Daniel McCarthy, labor
Thomas McCue, straw and stone
Jesse Miles, labor
D. W. Moulton, ladders
Mary A. Moulton, hay
F. W. Muchmore, labor
Fred P. Newman, shovelling snow
Pay rolls,
James Packard, straw
Pendexter & Marden, repairing shed, etc,
Mrs. G. A. Philbrick, paving stone
O. F. Philbrick & Co., coal
S. Philbrick & Co., crosswalk stone, etc,
William Phinney, labor
Portsmouth Aqueduct Co., water
Portsmouth Gas Light Co., light
Portsmouth Machine Co., repairs
Portland Stone Ware Co., vase and bases
Daily Evening Post, advertising
Andrew P. Preston, liniment
True W. Priest, expenses
Frank Quinn, labor
Richard L. Randall, labor
Rider & Cotton, tools and hardware
Geo. W. Sampson, hose
Ira Seymour, blacksmith work
Dennis Shea, cement pipe
John F. Shillaber, powder and keys
S. Seymour, care of pump
E. F. Sise & Co., salt
Delhi Spinney, hay
Horace S. Spinney, labor
H. R. Stoddard & Son, pair horses
G. Stover, labor
John P. Sweetser, repairing drinking fountain 1
1
N. W. Tarlton, labor, etc.
John S. Tilton, repairing harnesses
Times Publishing Co., advertising
George A. Trafton, blacksmith work
W. H. Seymour, supt., hay
A. B. Trefethen, mason work
Supply Trefethen, hay
J. Albert Walker, coal
Charles H. Wallace, labor
John H. Wells, tinware
15
Fred S. Wentworth, lot land Maplewood
Ave.
A. P. Wendell & Co., tools and hardware
H. G. Wentworth services
Wood Bros., straw







Received from street commissioners
and others 52 00
Received from fire department 310 00
Received from sidewalks 150 00









































































































Thomas E. Call, plank
John Callahan, labor
H. W. Clapp & Co., traps
Concord R. R., freight
James R. Conned, lumber
Enoch J. Conner, labor and material
Daniel Littlefied, pipe
Daniel Mason, plank
Portsmouth Machine Co., labor
Benj. M. Parker, surveying lumber
Pay rolls,
Rider & Cotton, hardware
Dennis Shea & Son, labor and pipe
A. B. Trefethen, labor
Street Department Services
Less received for permits to enter
7 1
19
Pay rolls laborers 308 20
Portland Stoneware Co., drain pipe 268 26
594 46
Purchase of Boiler for Stone Crusher.
S. C. Forsaith Machine Co., portable engine,
etc.
20
Globe Newspaper Co., advertising
Dennis Lynch, lighting
Portsmouth Gas Light Co., lighting
Times Publishing Co., advertising
Ira C. Seymour, repairing lanterns
Alfred I. Snow, labor
William Ward & Son, alcohol
Samuel Webber, lighting
John H. Wells, repairs
A. P. Wendell & Co., glass
Wheeler Reflector Co., lighting
II
A. B. Trefethen, labor
22
Stewart Warren & Co., printing bonds
Less received from C. W. Norton, 50 00
Less received from old material 19 50
69 50
30,144 82
City Lands and Buildings.
Charles P. Abbott, labor
William G. Billings, glass and sashes
John H. Broughton, lumber and cement
Thos. E. Call & Son, lumber
J. Wiley Coleman, labor
E. J. Conner, mason work
William J. Fraser, mason work
Geo. B. French, carpet
John Forrest, labor
William P. Gardner, labor
Elmer Green, labor
Chas. E. Grover, labor
Josiah Grover, labor
P. H. Hanscom, labor and material
Chas. W. Humphreys, labor
Farnk Kiernan, labor
F. N. Paul, labor
Pay roll laborers
John Pender, insurance
Pendexter & Marden, carpenters' work
Pettigrew & Cox, painting
Silas Philbrick & Co., stone and labor
Portsmouth Machine Co., labor and material
Rider & Cotton, hardware
James F. Shannon, labor
W. J. Sampson & Co., glass
Sheldon Bros., chairs, etc.
W. H. Smart, labor
Ff. S. Spinney, labor
John P. Sweetser, corrugated pipe, etc.
Nathan Tarlton, labor
C. W. Taylor, labor and material
Times Publishing Co., printing
John H. Wells, labor and material




Marcellus Bufford, special justice
Chronicle & Gazette Pub. Co., advertising
John Conlon, bread, etc.
F. B. Coleman, medicine
S. J. Gerrish, brushes, etc
Globe Grocery Co., blankets, soap, etc.
Geo. Hill, medicine
Jackson & Co., expressage
D. W. Jones, services
Geo. H. Joy, bread, etc.
B. S. Laskey, labor
Albion Littlefield, labor
J. P. Lovell Arms Co., clubs, handcuffs, etc
Fred L. Martin, cleaning clock
Thomas McCue, use of team
A. W. Mitchell M'fg. Co., badges, etc
W. C. Newton & Son, bread, etc.
O. F. Philbrick, coal
Portsmouth Aqueduct Co., water
Portsmouth Gas Light Co., lighting
Portsmouth Machine Co., repairs
Portsmouth Pants Co., buttons
Daily Evening Post, advertising
John D. Randall, printing
J. Quinn, use of team
John F. Shillaber, repairs
James A. Snow, labor
Joseph E. Spinney, use of team
H. R. Stoddard & Son, use of team
John P. Sweetser, dippers, etc.
Times Pub. Co., advertising
N. E. Telephone Co., service
J. A. Walker, coal
John H. Wells, care of stoves, etc.
A. P. Wendell, hardware
Pay rolls
Received of J. C. Rowe, City
Marshal 426 08
Received of C. H. Joy, City Mar-
shal, 396 82
Received of C. E. Batchelder,




H. F. Clark, health officer
M. Goodrich, blank books
Walter S. Gray, health officer
John J. Grogan, health officer
Daniel W. Jones, health officer




McDonough & Co., painting 25 00
A. W. Mitchell M'fg. Co., badges
B. F. Mugridge, soap
William Ovens, matchless burners
Geo. E. Odiorne, steward
Geo. B. Palfrey, services
Geo. P. Palmer, oil and polish
Pendexter & Marden, repairs
Pettigrew & Cox, painting
O. F. Philbrick & Co., coal
Portsmouth Aqueduct Co., water
" Brewery Co., fire alarm whistle
" Gas Light Co., lighting
" Grain & Grocery Co., brooms
" Machine Co., repairs
William H. Phinney, services
William F. Pender, services
Andrew P. Preston, sponges
Geo. W. Randall, supplies
Joseph A. Randall, services
J. D. Randall, printing
Rider & Cotton, oil and hardware
Chas. A. Ridge, extra service
Edwin Rodgers, fire alarm signal box, etc.
W. J. Sampson & Co., lettering coats
James M. Salter, coal
Ira C. Seymour, blacksmith work
S. Seymour, ringing bell
Dennis Shea & Co., cement pipe
Sheldon Bros., excelsior
J. F. Shillaber, repairs
E. F. Sise & Co., salt
Geo. H. Smart, extra services
John J. Smart, extra services
H. R. Stoddard & Son, use of team
Stover & Garland, wood
Sumner & Goodwin, gate valves
John P. Sweetser, brooms, lanterns, etc.
C. W. Taylor, repairs
Times Pub. Co., printing
Geo. A. Trafton, blacksmith work
Wilber I. Trafton, services
C. E. Walker & Co., coal
J. Albert Walker, coal
Geo. F. Wallis, supplies
Samuel Webber, services
John H. Wells, repairs
!9
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A. P. Wendell, hardware
Wood Bros., use of horses
R. D. Wood & Co., iron pipe
R. M. Yale & Co., use of tent
Street Department, services
Less received for old hose
125 46
28
James W. Goodwin, refreshments for ward
officers
W. A. Greenough & Co., city directories
Henry H. Ham, care of clocks
F. W. Harris, refreshments for ward officers
Mary R. Hatch, treasurer cottage hospital
William K. Hill, refreshments
A. C. Hoyt, plans
Gilman B. Hoyt, recording deed
Ilsley & Moore, insurance
Daniel W. Jones, returning vital statistics
W. O. Junkins, returning vital statistics
John W. Kelly, enumeration of children
John J. Laskey, expense to Concord
Walter F. Laskey, repair of awning
John H. Lawry, care of gates
Nathaniel W. Lear, distributing inventories
Daniel Littlefield, fuel
Daniel Marcy, trustee Chase home, repairs
D. H. Montgomery, repairing frame
Mrs. F. E. Marden, refreshments for ward
officers
Mrs. Thomas Mitchell, returning vital sta-
tistics
Joseph P. Morse, insurance
John Mullen, returning vital statistics
C. M. Newton, services
John W. Parsons, returning vital statistics
Pay roll, bell ringers
Pay roll, inspectors
John Pender, insurance
Portsmouth Gas Light Co., lighting
Post Publishing Co., advertising
F. E. Potter, returning vital statistics
Alex. L. Rand, distributing inventories
John D. Randall, printing
J. C. Rowe, care of ward room
Rider & Cotton, hardware
Samuel Rowe, copying city records
James S. Seavey, care of pump
Chas. E. Senter, services as ward clerk
Peter Shea, deed of land
Sheldon Bros., desk and chairs
Andrew Sherburne, use of pump





H. R. Stoddard & Son, use of team 6 oo
Jos. F. Sullivan, services as ward clerk 31 78
Times Pub. Co., advertising 222 65
John S. Tuckerman, labor on flag staff 1 50
U. S. Post Office 23 35
Daniel D. Waldron, services as ward clerk 4 18
J. Albert Walker, fuel 25 08
John H. Wells, repairs 6 35
A. P. Wendell & Co., hardware 6 13
M. F. Wentworth, returning vital statistics 4 00
S. C. Whittier, returning vital statistics 15 75
5,219 22
Collector's Commissions.
John J. Laskey, 1138 25
Samuel P. Treadwell, 1 28
1*139 53
Domestic Animals Killed by Dogs.
Charles E. Brackett, 5 00
John W. Johnson, 27 00
32 00
Burying Grounds.
Josiah F. Adams, labor 15 88
William P. Gardner, labor 94 00
J. Albert Walker, lime 1 65
53
Repairs on Steamer No. 1
Manchester Locomotive Works 3300 00
Goodwin Park.
Marcellus Eldredge, superintendent 2000 00
Public Library.
Charles A. Hazlett, treasurer 1.250 00
Sprinkling Streets.
A. K. Brown 500 00
30
Memorial Day.
Henry S. Paul 150 oo
Schools.
Paid Orders Board of Instruction 2 7,i77 35
Less Literary Fund T >343 92
Less tuition from non-residents 490 54




John J. Laskey 5,565 72
Support of the Poor.
Paid Overseers of the Poor 4,684 07
204,424 97
RECEIPTS,
Rent of store Pleasant street
Rent of Spring Market
License for entertainments
From State Insurance tax
From State Railroad tax
From State Savings Bank tax
From P. & D. Railroad dividends
Less Coupons paid
Unexpended balance
Received for 1720 shares P. &. D. R. R.
Received for interest on same
Less paid for $138,200 city bonds (issued
to pay for P. & D. R. R stock)
Balance (Note Richardson Hill & Co.,




From sale of city farm lots
List of taxes, 1890
Less abatements 1,801 82
Less balance of dog tax, credit-





Which balance is as follows :
Charles A. Shannon 1874
Marcellus Bufford 1884
Samuel P. Treadwell 1885
Samuel P. Treadwell 1886
Samuel P. Treadwell 1887
John J. Laskey 1888
John J. Laskey 1889
John J. Laskey 1890
John J. Laskey Treasurer, cash on hand
and on deposit
Real Estate bought for taxes














We have examined the foregoing accounts and find that they




Supervisory Committee of Journals, Records and Accounts.
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
OF THE
OVERSEERS OF THE POOR,
For the Year ending December ji, i8go.
EXPENDITURES.
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Carrie M. Edwards, services
Harry J. Freeman, soap
Samuel J. Gerrish, crockery
Mercer Goodrich, stationery
John H. Hutchinson, repairing clock
Times Pub. Co., printing
Ida P. Trickey, services
John H. Wells, stove linings, etc.
A. P. Wendell & Co., hardware
Western Union Telegraph Co.
Clothing.
Dennett & McCarthy, dry goods
E. S. Fay, boots, etc.
Geo. B. French, dry goods
26
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Geo. Lane, board of pensioners i 50
Howard S. Laskey, groceries 256 99
John J. Laskey, groceries 133 86
Edwin Lowd, watching 3 00
John Mitchell, groceries 83 45
W. C. Newton & Son, groceries 352 40
Freeman Pearson, provisions 435 96
O. F. Philbrick, coal 2 75
John L. Randall, groceries 30 50
Rockingham County, board of pensioners 439 28
J. C. Rowe, fare of pensioners 1 32
Wm. H. Seymour, fare of pensioners 44
A. B. Sherburne, medicine 20 45
Chas. H. Sides, hack hire 1 00
J. H. Wells, groceries 2 04
Samuel C. Whittier, services 4 00
Wood Bros., use of horse 1 00
Less received from County Commissi
36
Thanksgiving Dinner.
Chicago Meat Co., beef i 55
J. W. Sowersby, bread 1 20
Harmon Bros., poultry 7 4°
Freeman Pearson, poultry 6 72
16 87
Secretary.
Mercer Goodrich 60 00
Aid to Dependent Soldiers and
their families.
John J. Laskey, groceries 56 00
Freeman Pearson, beef 39 00
95 °°
Total Expenditures 5374 09
RECEIPTS.
For board at Almshouse
Bal. Superintendent's account
Interest on Toppan Fund





For the Year ending December ji, i8go,
EXPENDITURES.
Labor on Farm.
James D. Trickey 100 00
Charles Edwards 50 00
Orvill Varrell 50 00
Thomas B. Whenal 80 00
George A. W. Gove 25 50
Farming Utensils, Etc.
S. James, oxen 115 00
Ira C. Seymour, horse-shoeing and repair-
ing
Solomon Seymour, ox-shoeing
Ira E. Parsons, ox-shoeing, etc.
E. F. Sise & Co., weighing
Parker & Wood, ox bows
Geo. A. Trafton, iron and repairs
Street Department, manure
George E. Gove, services bull
Harry J. Freeman, services boar
Harry J. Freeman, scraps
Rider & Cotton, hardware, etc.







RECAPITULATION OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
BY THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF CITY FARM AND OVERSEERS OF THE POOR,
For the Year ending December ji, 1890.
EXPENDITURES AT ALMSHOUSE
ANNUAL RECEIPTS
The Superintendent of the Almshouse and City Farm,
For the Year ending December ji, i8go.






Statement of Tax 1 890.





Amount of Assets due the City.
Balance C. A. Shannon's account
REPORT OF THE CITY TREASURER,
The City Treasurer respectfully submits his
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PAID.
State tax 20,115 °°
County tax 20,212 96
Bills approved by Overseers of Poor 5,863 97
Bills approved by Mayor and Aldermen 91,569 18
Orders of Board of Instruction 27,177 35
School House Building Committee 30 214 32
Bonds and Temporary Loan 52,000 00
Interest including coupons P. & D. R. R. 25,552 05
Balance to new account 5>433 47
278,138 30
JOHN J. LASKEY, City Treasurer.
INVENTORY OF PROPERTY
City of Portsmouth
For the Year ending December ji, i8qo.
Real Estate.
City Farm $
City Almshouse and other buildings on
City Farm
Court House and land
City Hall
Spring Market, land and water privilege
Ward building on Maplewood avenue
Ward building and school room on Water
street
Store, Pleasant street, and land
Brick engine house, Court street
Engine house, State street
Wooden engine house and hose tower on
Court street
Stable for Street Department
Gravel lot, South road
Gravel lot, Greenland road
Gravel lot, Lafayette road
Gravel lot, Lafayette road
Gravel lot, Sherburne road
Gravel lot, Sagamore road
Gravel lot, Little Harbor road




Engine House and Land, Hanover St.
10,000
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SCHOOL HOUSES AND LAND.
High, Daniel street
Real Estate $178,100 00




Steam heating apparatus in hose tower
Furniture, etc., in drivers' room 30 00
Fre alarm telegraph 4,500 00
Property in city stable 758 00
-$33,335 17
$216,435 80
Report of Chief Engineer.
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
Gentlemen:—In compliance with my duties as Chief Engi-
neer, I have the honor to submit to you a report of the condi-
tion of the Fire Department, and lay before you a statement of
the property belonging to the department, a roster of the mem-
bers, a list of the fires and alarms during the past year, the loca-
tion and capacity of the reservoirs, and the expenses incurred
in running the department for the year ending December 31st,
1890.
MEMBERSHIP.
The roster of the department contains 126 members, all ac-
tive and efficient men, and have proved themselves ever ready
and prompt to the call of duty.
APPARATUS AND HOUSES.
The apparatus consists of three steam fire engines with hose
wagons attached; one steamer on reserve; one hook and
ladder truck; two small chemical engines; supply wagon;
two horse hose carriages and two sleighs.
Steamer Sagamore No. 1, built by the Portland Company, put
into service in 1864, rebuilt by the Manchester Locomotive
Works in 1889, is in good working order, being kept on the re-
serve, but is ready for instant use when needed. Col. Sise
steamer No. 2, located on Court street, was built by the Man-
chester Locomotive Works, and put into service in 1879. During
the year this steamer was sent to Manchester and thoroughly
repaired, and is now in as fine and reliable condition as ever.
Kearsarge steamer No. 3, located on Court street, near the
Court house, was built by the Amoskeag Company of Man-
chester and put into service in 1870. A new boiler was put in
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1878, and again this past year the boiler being declared to be
worn and unsafe, the steamer was sent to Manchester and thor-
oughly overhauled and repaired, a new boiler being put in.
This steamer is now also in good and reliable condition.
Moses H. Goodrich steamer No. 4, located in Hanover street,
was built by B. S. Nichols & Co. of Burlington, Vt, and put into
service in 1876. Rebuilt by Critchley & Walley in 1879, and
received a new boiler in 1887. This steamer is in good repair
otherwise than the boiler, and with a boiler in good order would
be one of the most serviceable engines in the department. As it
is now, it requires 12 or 13 minutes to produce 10 pounds of
steam. I think it would be a very judicious matter to have this
steamer attended to.
The Hook and Ladder Truck is in a bad and unreliable con-
dition, and is not strong enough to carry the necessary number
of the proper ladders that are generally required at a common
fire. The ladders belonging to the truck are too narrow, and
are not considered strong enough for ordinary use. I would
recommend the purchase of a new truck. A new truck of more
modern and stronger make can be bought for about one half
what the present one cost.
The new Chemical Engine, lately purchased by order of the
city councils, will add greatly to the efficiency of the department
as well as lessen somewhat the running expenses, as it will dis-
pense with one company, and cost less to keep in repair
than the two small chemicals. On the arrival of the new one,
I would recommend that the present Extinguisher No. 5 be
placed at the Jones' Brewery to be cared for without expense to
the city, and that Extinguisher No. 6 be placed at the Ports-
mouth Shoe Factory, upon the same conditions.
For the carrying of hose, we have four hose wagons, four hose
carriages, and two sleighs. The two new wagons belonging to
steamers Nos. 2 and 3 have been stored away and the two old
reels have again been put in use, as these wagons are too heavy
for use, the weight of each one being about 2000 pounds
when empty. These wagons are of first class make in every
respect, but are too heavy for our use, and I would recommend
they be sold, and lighter ones procured, similar in weight to the
one attached to steamer No. 4, which weighs not over 1400 lbs.
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As these wagons are new and are well adapted to many other
cities, where a smaller amount of hose is carried, and a smaller
district to control, I feel assured that a change could be made
of advantage to the department, and without much expense to
the city. We have also two hose carriages at present stored at
the city farm, which we have no use for, and could be sold.
There are about 7500 feet of American jacket hose, and 1000
feet Keystone cotton hose, all in good and reliable condition.
I would urgently recommend the purchase of 2000 feet more of
cotton hose as soon as possible, for should there happen to be
a fire of any magnitude whatever, and any of our hose get frozen
up or disabled in any manner, we would be unable to replace
it.
HOUSES.
Engine house No. 2, having been recently thoroughly re-
paired and fitted up in more modern style, is in good condition.
Engine house No. 3, will need more or less repairs the coming
year. But in the event of a new court house being built in this
city and the present one dispensed with, I would most earnestly
recommend that a modern building be constructed on this loca-
tion, large enough to contain two steamers if need be, the hook
and ladder truck, a chemical engine, supply wagon and any other
spare apparatus that might be convenient to have at hand.
This would be an excellent site for such a building above men-
tioned ; everything could be made convenient, horses would be
kept at hand, there would be ample room for the drivers and
such others as might at any time be put on duty. The fuel
used for heating purposes would also go far towards running an
engine to perform city work, such as running the stone crusher,
sawing wood, and have the power to blow the fire alarm gong,
which costs the city several hundred dollars annually to do out-
side.
A great improvement has been made on Hanover street by
the remodelling of the building formely used as a school house,
into an engine house.
The fitting up of this engine house will afford greatly improved
quarters for steamer No. 4, and greatly add to the facilities of
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the department, and tends to add greater protection to the
whole nothern section of our city.
A petition from citizens and taxpayers of the west end of our
city, asking for the locating of an engine in that section has, I
think, been brought before your board some time during the
past year, and I would recommend that when practicable
steamer No. i be located some where in the vicinity of the Do-
ver street reservoir.
WATER SUPPLY.
Several improvements have been made the past year in afford-
ing us better facilities for water. The laying of a larger pipe to
the reservoir on Market Square will give us now all the water we
should probably ever need, thereby adding greatly to the pro-
tection of property in the most valuable portion of the city.
Improvements have also been made at the Dover street reser-
voir, whereby three steamers can now obtain water there at the
same time, instead of only one at a time as before.
The Madison street reservoir is in a bad, unsafe condition,
and needs re-covering. As soon as the weather will permit, I
would recommend that the reservoir on Haymarket Square
be connected with the water main with a five inch pipe instead
of an inch and a half as at present. A larger pipe is needed
also at the Pleasant stree reservoir. Our salt water reservoirs
are all of them unreliable.
In event of the city controlling the water works in the near
future, many improvements could of course be made at a nom-
inal cost. Although we have a large water front on the river,
the bad condition of many of the wharves makes it difficult to
find a safe place to put a steamer.
FIRE ALARM TELEGRAPH.
This modern and important branch of the department has
been called into use more frequently the past year than in any
previous year of its existence here, and though it has in a few
instances failed to fulfill its mission, yet it has become indispen-
sable to the department. The only trouble was either the break-
ing down of the wire, or a ground made by coming into contact
with the trees or with other wires. By carefully changing and
rebuilding the line where needed, I feel assured it will work all
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right. I would recommend that some arrangement be made
to provide a better alarm at the west end, as the alarm in that
section is wholly insufficient. One box [No. 51] has been added
the past year, and located corner of Market and Bow streets.
ANNUAL PARADE.
The fourth annual parade took place on September gth, and
with the hearty co-operation of the committee on fire depart-
ment, and the great zeal displayed by the members of the de-
partment, it proved a grand success, enjoyed alike by the fire-
men and the citizens, and I will venture to say that in no oth-
er direction could the same amount of money be expended that
would be more conducive to the better discipline and efficiency
of the department. It awakens a lively interest in the depart-
ment by the citizens as well as the firemen, as it gives them a
chance at least once in every year to inspect the whole depart-
ment and note what, if any, improvements have been made dur-
ing the year.
FIRES AND ALARMS.
During the year there were 27 fires, at three of which no
alarm was sounded, the location of all three being on Banfield
road, and out of reach of any assistance from the department.
The loss from fires the past year as well as could be estima-
ted was about $ 23,730 as will be seen in the appended list; the
origin of several of the fires was incendiary. The Board of En-
gineers in each case made a thorough investigation (which they
are now required to do by an act past by the legislature of
1889) as to the cause and all the circumstances attending it,
and though they were satisfied it was the work of an incendiary,
yet no clue could be obtained pointing to the guilty party.
EXPENDITURES.
The amount expended during the year for all purposes was
$14,168. This sum includes the amount paid for two new hose
wagons ; the bills of the Manchester Locomotive Works for re-
pairs on steamer No. 2 ; the laying of the new 8 inch pipe from
the State St. main to reservoir on Market Square, and pay rolls
amounting to about $7,000. The balance, about the usual sum,
being expended for the regular contingent and running expen-
ses of the department.
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CONCLUSION.
In concluding, I desire only to speak of one other matter,
that of affording better light by night, at Nos. 2 and 3 engine
houses. As it is at present more time is used in hitching up than
is necessary, and much time could be saved, and the situation
greatly improved, by the placing of electric lights to burn all night
at both places. Further, I desire to express my thanks to his
honor the mayor, and the city councils, for their earnest support
in promoting the efficiency of the department; to the officers of
the police department, their aid always willingly rendered when
required ; and to the officers and members of the fire depart-
ment for their support, and the prompt manner in which they
have always preformed their duties.
JAMES F. SHANNON, Chief Engineer.
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\o\\ of the Fife Department.
James F. Shannon, Chief Engineer.
John E. Harmon,
Joseph A. Randall,
Samuel R. Gardner, Clerk
Assistants.
Sagamore Engine No. 1
NO COMPANY ATTACHED ON RESERVE.
Col. Sise Engine Company, No. 2.
Horace Mudge, Foreman.
Horace W. Gray, Assistant Foreman.
Willard M. Gray, Clerk.
George F. Osgood, Albert R. Junkins,
Charles F. Goodwin, Frank S. Seymour,
Frank E. Osgood, Walter F. Bickford,
Allen A. Rand, Fred B. Haraden,
Samuel A. Rand, Dennis Long,
Thornton Betton, Richard T. Call,
George P. Philbrick, Charles W. Holmes,
Francis H. Hersey, John H. Ham,
George W. Tripp, William Baker.
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Kearsarge Engine Company, No. 3.
Herbert E. Fernald, Foreman.
Henry O. Batten, ist Assistant Foreman.
Seth G. Haley, 2nd Assistant Foreman.


















M. H. Goodrich Engine Co., No. 4,
Elmer E. Eaton, Foreman.
George H. Dennett, ist Assistant Foreman.
George G. Durrell, 2nd Assistant Foreman.


















Extinguisher Company, No. 5.
Warren P. Webster, Foreman.
Edward A. Manent, Assistant Foreman.









Extinguisher Company, No. 6,
Albion Littlefield, Foreman.









W.J. Sampson, Hook & Ladder No,
Edmund F. Furbish, Foreman.
Major S. Langdon, Assistant Foreman.





































One on Dover street
One salt water reservoir, Universalist church, stone.
One salt water reservoir, Brewster street, stone.
One salt water reservoir, Vaughan street.
One salt water reservoir, Atkinson street
FIRE ALARM TELEGRAPH,
LOCATION OF SIGNAL BOXES AND KEYS, AND GENERAL
INSTRUCTIONS.
Box 7.—Corner Dennett street and Maplewood avenue. Keys
at Philip E. Woods, 39 Maplewood avenue ; Daniel D.
Waldron, 38 Maplewood avenue; Solomon Seymour, 6
Dennett street.
Box 9.—Corner Deer and Vaughan streets. Keys at B. & M.
R. R. station
; J. S. Treat's marble shop ; Moses Laigh-
ton, 36 Vaughan street; R. H. Hall, 31 Vaughan street.
Box 14.—Corner Market and Russell streets. Keys at Junkins
& Co's store, and Benning Moore's house, over above
store ; Concord Railroad wharf.
Box 16.—Corner High and Hanover streets. Keys at 24 High,
corner Hanover; Geo. W. Green, 15 High; and L. K.
Lydston, 19 Hanover.
Box 17.—Corner Daniel and Bow streets. Keys at Portsmouth
Brewery ; Gas House ; T. W. Priest, corner Daniel and
Mulberry streets
; and J. H. Broughton's lumber office,
Daniel street.
Box 19.—Corner Water and Court streets. Keys at M. J. Ry-
an's, corner Court and Water Streets ; Mrs. Annie J.
Dixon's house, opposite corner.
Box 24.—Corner Gates and Washington. Keys at J. F.
Adams, 27 Washington street; Dennis H. Trefethen's,
3 Gates street; P. M. Spinney's, 31 Washington.
Box 26.—Haven school house. Keys at 3 South school street
;
4 South school street ; O. H. Locke's, 1 1 South.
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Box 28.—Corner Broad street and Lincoln avenue. Keys at
John H. Hutchinson's, 7 Lincoln avenue, (cor. Broad);
10 Lincoln avenue, (cor. Broad); and L. G. Davis, corner
Broad and Highland.
Box 32.—Middle St. Church, corner State and Middle. Keys
at C. H. Clough's, 89 State; Dr. Jones, 102 State, corner
Middle; John H. Cheever's, 91 State.
Box 35.—A. E. Rand's store, Middle street. Keys at Rand's
store; H. W. Oxford's, 52 Middle; J. P. Morse's, 54
Middle.
Box 38.—Eldredge Brewery, (private.) Keys at Brewery.
Box 41.—Corner Austin and Summer streets. Key at J. W.
Wingate's, 5 Austin, cor. Summer; A. A. Hanscom's, 11
Summer ; O. S. Baketel's, Summer, corner Austin ; and
9 Summer, corner Austin.
Box 43.—Corner Cabot and Islington. Keys at J. W. Moses,
39 Islington, corner Cabot; H. C. Locke's, 54 Islington,
corner Cabot ; Charles A. Green's, 45 Cabot.
Box 45.—Portsmouth Shoe Factory, Islington street. Keys at
Shoe Factory; and W. S. Blair's, 84 Islington.
Box 46.—Corner Hanover and Pearl. Keys at Portsmouth
Machine shop office; John E. Locke's, 3 Pearl, corner
Hanover; A. W. Bartlett's, 2 Pearl; Walter S. Gray's,
73 Hanover.
Box 51.—Corner Market and Bow streets. Keys at W. E.
Paul's Stove Store; and C. H. Freeman's, Saloon, corner
Market and Bow; J. H. Hill's, corner Ceres and Bow;
and M. J. Griffin's, 15 Bow street.
Box 53.—Kearsarge House, corner Congress and Chestnut.
Keys at Kearsarge House; Jackson & Co.'s Express
Office; E. W. Cochrane's stable; H. R. Stoddard's
stable.
Box 58.—Police station. Key at station.
Also, keys will be found in the hands of the engineers and
the regular police.
SCHOOL SIGNALS.
Two blows repeated three times at 8 a. m., no morning ses-
sion; the same signal at 11.30 a. m., or 1.30 p. m., no after-
noon session.
NAVY YARD SIGNALS.
In case assistance is needed from navy yard, six whistles will
be blown from Electric Light Station, and repeated twice.
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When assistance is needed on the navy yard, the signal by
day will be two guns from the battery ; by night two guns from
the battery and two rockets. One gun being a signal for Kit-
tery.
In all cases when assistance from the Portsmouth Fire De-
partment is called for, from any place outside of the city, Box
58 will be rung in.
DIRECTIONS,
All alarms will be sounded from the North church bell, the
steam gong at Electric Light Station, also the whistle at El-
dredge's brewery, and repeated three times.
TESTING THE APPARATUS.
On the first of every month, all the apparatus will be tested
and inspected, one round on the several boxes being rung in.
Alarms are to be given from the box nearest the fire.
Open the box and pull the hook all the way down, once, and
let go
After giving the alarm, remain by the box, if possible, so as
to direct the firemen to the exact locality of the fire.
Second alarm for same fire will be given only by one of the
engineers.
Never open the box or touch the apparatus except in case of
fire.
Never sound the alarm for a fire seen at a distance ; be rea-
sonably sure there is a fire before sounding the alarm.
Never let the key go out of your possession, except to some
responsible person, to give an alarm of fire ; and be sure the
key is returned.
The key cannot be taken from the box except by an engineer.
If you remove from your house or place of business, return
the key to any member of the board of engineers.
All citizens are requested to inform themselves where keys
to the boxes are kept.
When an alarm of fire is given, all the companies not respond-
ing will remain at their respective houses thirty minutes, unless
dismissed by telegraph signal, which is as follows
:
Three blows signify that the fire is under control, and com-
panies not in attendance will be dismissed.
Cambridge time will be struck each day at 12.30 on the bell
of the North church, from W. I. Trafton's jewelry store. One
stroke at any other time means nothing.
REPORT
OF THE
PertsfriQutFi Firemen's Relief Association
FOR THE YEAR 1890.
Herbert A. Marden, - - President.
Willard M. Gray, - - Vice President.
David E. Junkins, - - - Secretary.
Lorenzo T. Burnham, - - Treasurer.
Amount of funds in treasury December 31,
1890. #2869 59
Amount paid out for benefits 35 00
Balance $2834 59
Membership 107. Organized 1858
Report of City Marshals.
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen of the City of
Portsmouth.
Gentlemen : I have the honor to submit the report of the




To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen of the City of
Portsmouth.
Gentlemen : I have the honor to submit herewith the report
of the department of police from Aug. 25, 1890 to Jan 1, 1891.
Assaults 13
Assaults on officers 2
Adultery 2

































628Total arrests and lodged
Fines and costs collected 486 30
Committed to following institutions :
County farm at Brentwood
County jail at Portsmouth
Insane asylum at Concord
Insane asylum at Brentwood
Found destitute and cared for
Discharged by order of court
Bound over to Supreme Judicial court
Portsmouth city farm
Sent to Cottage Hospital
INCIDENTAL SERVICES.
Stores found open 10
Dogs killed by police 3
Children returned to parents 2
Sent out of city by order of marshal 25
Respectfully Submitted,
CHARLES H. JOY, City Marshal.
City Solicitor's Report.
To the City Councils:
There is no new business in my department, the case Rol-
lins and others vs. Portsmouth will probably go off the docket
in a term or two more, without further action. Noble vs. Ports-
mouth will be tried at the comming April term, and Whiddens
vs. Portsmouth, is, I understand, to be adjusted soon. The
usual number of complaints and warrants have been issued and
prosecuted.
Respectfully submitted,
S. W. EMERY, City Solicitor.
Report of the police Commi^ioqe^.
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen of the City of
Portsmouth.
The Police Commissioners respectfully report that in view of
the recent change in the management of the police, whereby
commissioners have control of this important department there
is not much that could be expected said ; but your commis-
sioners are of the decided opinion that good results have been
obtained.
The systsm which formerly existed of removing on the advent
of a new city government, (especially when the political affilia-
tions of the city council were changed,) every officer, we do not
think is for the benefit of the city. When good, sober, intel-
igent officers are in, it would seem wise policy they should be
retained, for the efficiency of the service depends on exper-
ience, and attention to details. Long service is essential so
that the ways of the classes who come in contact with this
department, should be studied and kept track of. We found the
whole system in vogue, in a completely demoralized condition,
and the custom which was followed out at the commencement
of the year in a great measure of removals, was not what
should be in a city of the size of ours. The officers were with
two or three exceptions all new men and had a great deal to
learn.
For years there had been no regulations of any account that
we could find existed, and although the rules adopted for the
government of the police (and printed at that) requiring a copy
to be always in the possession of each officer, yet only one copy
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could be found for the entire board of police. The department
was equally deficient in necessary badges and other police
equipments. Each man had been obliged to provide his own
revolver, and while some had these articles almost of the size of
a gatling gun, others had them fully as effective as a 4th of July
toy pistol, and perhaps not as deadly ; while for practice in the
use of such, which certainly should be part of the duty of an
officer, (for no one can tell when his life might depend on it,) it
was never required, and a cat would require to be as large as an
elephant and as slow in its movements, or its life would be as
long as any of the Ancient Patriachs ere its existence would be
terminated at the hands of a policeman. The officers are now
provided with regular police revolvers, as city property, and are
required to become proficient in their use by practice.
The badge of the city marshal even did not belong to the city,
it having been borrowed from an ex-city marshal and handed
down from one to the other. We expended the sum of $ 3.50
so the city could enjoy the privilege of owning one. Equipment
for parade duty the city was equally deficient, and when such
were needed our sister cities were called on to borrow from.
Not much attention had been paid to the regulations of the
city that all officers should be uniformed when on duty, and
the absence of such was a great inconvienence to strangers who
might require the services of an officer at any moment.
The Police Commissioners have remedied this, as officers are
required to be in regulation uniform at all times, except when
ordered on special duty. A new system has been required
where each officer is obliged to make a report of all he sees or
hears on his beat, (and the latter has been made a permanent
one) so that the officer assigned to such, will become familiar
with every portion of the premises under his supervision.
This record is kept by the captain of the Watch. The rounds-
man is sent each night on special duty, and reports as often as
required by the captain of the watch. One of his duties is to
make a written report of when and where he meets the regular
night police on their beats. All these reports go to the city
marshal in the morning, so that he can then have before him a
complete synopsis of all transpiring during the night. Pat-
rol duty has been established during the day, and the three day
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officers are required to have completely covered the city during
the time they are on duty.
The Sunday ordinance has been enforced by the marshal,
so that the number of arrests on Sunday has been only ten from
August 1890 to Jan'y. 1, 1891 against 25 for the same period in
the year preceeding.
The 1 1 o'clock ordinance for closing which at first created
a great deal of friction, has now proved so popular by its exper-
ience, that those who bitterly opposed it, are now as much
opposed to anything that would re-instate the old system of
keeping open 'till morning for the accommodation of bums,
whose expenditures hardly paid for light and fuel.
The ancient practice of the police taking a pole and turning
off the street lights should be abolished, it is of course true
tho officer is on his beat, but how easy it is for any evil dis-
posed person to watch when the officer makes his rounds at
eleven o'clock, which is the hour designated for turning off
lights, to follow the officer as he extinguishes them, and thus
learn the exact locality and route he follows night after night,
and the officer of no avail for the services in which he is em-
ployed, by reason of thus being occupied and giving away of his
exact locality.
Our city covers now quite an extent of territory, and especial-
ly at the creek, (a mile or more from the station.) One officer
is stationed at that locality who does not report at all during
the night at the station, by reason of too great a distance to
travel, and leaving his beat uncovered.
Arrangements have been made of a crude nature, whereby
the telephone at the Brewery or Shoe Factory can be used to
communicate with the station, but it is with great loss of time
as the Brewery and Shoe Factory offices are some distance in
from the street, and consume much time in reaching, when per-
haps time is of the greatest importance. The police electric signal
which is being used in quite a number of cities, we think could
be made of valuable service by placing one at the Creek ; one at
the upper end of Market Street ; and one on Water Street, which
would afford instant communication with the station, as well as
for the latter to communicate with each officer and give instruc-
tions from the central station which is the source of informa.
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tion and direction, and the fire alarm wires can be used for that
purpose at a small expense. A small station house should be
arranged at the Creek for temporary use, in the detention of
prisoners, as it is quite a distance to carry intoxicated per-
sons a mile by one officer ; who thus leaves his beat at the
mercy of the world while thus occupied.
The distribution of hand bills and dodgers about the streets
is a nuisance. Before the advent of a newspaper, or when the
cost of same was great, such mode of advertising was perhaps
justified ; but when we have morning and evening editions
which can be purchased for a mere song and so many of them
issued daily, it would seem no need for the dodder nuisance to
exist. Another benefit would also ensue, that if people who do
not take newspapers could not find out where bargains were
being given, amusements held, etc. except by newspapers, they
would be obliged to buy, and the habit would be beneficial, as
the newspaper would then become an educator in the family.
An ordinance should be passed to prevent it.
As regards the working of the Board of Police Ccmmissioners
the result seems to have been a success. It brings the person-
al of the police force directly under the supervision of the sev-
eral members of which it is constituted, and if occasion demands
the officer can be spoken to and any matters of inattention
at once remedied without resource to the full board of mayor
and aldermen by which course much notoriety is avoided,
and personal unpleasantness prevented, as when a member is
brought before the latter, the officer's friends intervene, and all
sorts of political and private pressure brought to bear on such
an official body.
Removing snow from the side-walks is a source of much
trouble to the police department, who are specially charged with
the enforcement of this duty. The day police are instructed to
serve a notice on each person who does not clean the side-walk
attached to his premises. This having the side-walks cleaned
is a matter in which all citizens are concerned, and is one that
should be the pride of an occupant to keep clean. Everybody
is pecuniary interested as well, for if accidents occur, claims
are at once made and large amounts are paid each year for this
cause while each citizen is compelled to pay his share of this
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expense, which is no small sum.
The business brought before the Board of Commissioners so
far has been always decided with great unanimity, notwith-
standing the tact that the board is composed of both political
parties as represented in the city councils.
It would seem a wise course now that the board is an estab-
lished fact that it should be continued by some act of the legis-
lature, and that the police officers should not be subject to the
mutations of politics, but should be retained as long as their
services are of such a nature as to be effective for the city's
benefit. It takes time and experience to make an effective
force, and such can only be obtained when men who take the
position feel that concientious duty is what will retain them in
the positions, then there will be more effort to work for the
public good. All of which is respectfully submitted.
J. E. RIDER,
E. E. McINTIRE,
Majority of the Police Commissioners.
Portsmouth Public Library.
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen of the City of
Portsmouth:
Gentlemen : The following is the report of the Treasurer
of the Public Library for the period ending Jan. i, 1891
:
Balance on deposit Jan. 1, 1890 $ 177 12
Appropriation received July 18, 1890 1250 00
$ 1,427 I2
Paid Owners Congress Block rent to Jan.
1, 1891
" R. E. Rich, librarian
" E. F. Sise & Co., bills
-
J. D. Randall
" M. Goodrich "
" Ports. Gas Co., "
"
J. Locke, janitor "
New Hampshire and Granite State In-
surance Co.'s, premiums
W. J. Billings, bill
R. I. Walden, bill
J. P. Sweetser, bill
Library Committee, for books
Balance on deposit in First National Bank no 07
INVESTED FUNDS.
THE INCOME TO BE EXPENDED FOR BOOKS FOR THE LIBRARY ; IN-
VESTED THE SAME AS HERETOFORE REPORTED.
Balance on deposit Jan. 1, 1890 379 78
Income from Miss H. Louise Penhallow fund 70 00
Income from Miss Ellen T. Pickett fund 6 00
Income from Mrs. Joshua Brooks fund 30 00
Income from Mrs. A. S. Goodwin fund 12 00
300
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Piscataqua Savings Bank dividends 16 13
34 13
Balance on deposit in Piscataqua Savings Bank 513 91
Respectfully Submitted,
January 12, 189 1. C. A. HAZLETT, Treasurer.
Librarian's Report.
Portsmouth, N. H. January 12, 189 1.
To His Honor the Mayor and Board of Trustees of the Public
Library.
The following is the librarian's report for the year ending Dec.
31, 1890.
Whole number of books in library Jan. 1, 1890 8766
Added during the year 687
Worn out 68
Lost 4
Number of volumes now in library 9381
Cards issued during the year 538
Number of loans of books 23,119
Per cent of Fiction .62
" « a History and Biography .07
" " " Juvenile .22
" " Science, Travels and Miscellaneous .09
Respectfully Submitted,





THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER31,
1890,
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.






Hon. Edmund S. Fay, Chairman, Ex-Officio.
David Urch, Vice-Chairman.
Charles H. Morss, Secretary.
Charles E. Batchelder, David Urch,
WlNTHROP HOYT, IRA C. SEYMOUR,
Calvin Page, Ex-Officio.
Term expires August i, i8gi.
Charles A. Sinclair, Timothy F. Cronin,
Andrew P. Wendell, Isaac Furber,
Term expires August I, i8q2.
Alfred Gooding, Henry E. Hovey,
John J. Laskey, Richard I. Walden,
Term expires August I, i8gj.
CHARLES H. MORSS, . . . Superintendent of Schools.
Office Hours:—8.15-9 12-12.30, every School day at
Farragut School, High Street.
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HIGH SCHOOL COMMITTEE,
Calvin Page, Term expires August i, 189].
Alfred Gooding, Term expires August r, 1892.
Charles E. Batchelder, Term expires August 1, 1893.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
Text Books,—Gooding, Hovey, Batchelder,
Salaries.—Laskey, Sinclair, Urch.





Training School.—Gooding, Urch, Batchelder.
DISTRICT COMMITTEES.
>jo. 1.—Wendell, Furber, Seymour.
No. 2.—Batchelder. Sinclair, Hovey.
No. 3.—Laskey, Urch, Walden.




WINTER TERM, TWELVE WEEKS.
January 5, to March 27.
VACATION, ONE WEEK.
SPRING TERM, TWELVE WEEKS.
April 6, to June 26.
VACATION, TEN WEEKS.
FALL TERM, FIFTEEN WEEKS.
September 7, to December 18.
VACATION, TWO WEEKS.
Winter Term begins January 4, 1892.
Report of the Board of Instruction
1891.
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen:—
The Board of Instruction present the Report of the Superin-
tendent of Schools as substantially the expression of their own
views concerning the matters so carefully treated therein, and
would offer but a brief preface to that Report.
The Board would particularly urge citizens to make a per-
sonal inspection of the City Schools, and of the methods of
teaching now prevailing there. No one who is not familiar
with these modern methods, can at all realize their vast super-
iority in point of attractiveness and of adaptation to the pupil's
mind over those which obtained until within a comparatively
recent period. It is especially interesting to observe the teach-
ing in the primary departments, and its success with the
youngest pupils. Parents who have children in the public
schools ought certainly to take pains to acquaint themselves with
the admirable system of instruction which is carried on under
the capable oversight of the Superintendent. An occasional
visit would convince them that the schools are in a most satis-
factory condition—well-equipped and efficiently managed.
Attention is called to those portions of the Superintendent's
Report, which deal with the new system of teaching Book-keep-
iug, and with the condition of the Training School. The for-
mer is an excellent instance of the ingenious and practical char-
acter of modern teaching. The Report as a whole is well worth
a careful perusal, and as such is commended to the intelligent
citizen.
Alfred Gooding,
John J. Laskey, r .V D ,L T „ ' V For rhe Board.Richard I. Walden,
Andrew P. Wendell.
Report of the Secretary.
To the Board of Instruction, City of Portsmouth, N. H.
Gentlemen :—The expenses of the School Department for



























Miscellaneous items including soap, nails, glue,
lantern globe, etc. 3 34
$63 20
68 29
BOOKS, PRINTING AND STATIONERY.




Amount broughtforward $398 67
Carbon paper 66
Splicing rope 50
Miscellaney, including twine mucilage, bands,
tacks, etc. 2 87
402 70
Whole amount expended $27,177 35
AVAILABLE.
Appropriation 25,000 00
Literary fund I >343 9 2
Dog tax 434 00
Town of Newington tax 12 34
Tuition of non-residents 455 75





To the Board of Instruction, Portsmouth, N. H.,
Gentlemen :— I have the honor to present herewith my fifth
annual report as Superintendent of Schools,
The opening of the fall term was postponed from Sept. i to
Sept. 8, thereby reducing the number of weeks from forty to
thirty-nine, during the year 1890. I desire once more to call
your attention to the great difference between the nominal
length of our school year, forty weeks, and the time the schools
are actually in session, and, for this purpose, the actual time of
each school has been tabulated in the tables of the appendix.
Those schools in session the longest time were open thirty-
seven weeks, and the opposite extreme was thirty-five and two-
fifths weeks. The tendency of the times to introduce more
holidays will inevitably keep our school year not far from thirty-
seven weeks, and careful investigation should be given to each
request for an additional holiday, lest our term of school be
even more abridged than now. The average length of the
terms of all the schools was thirty-six and four-tenths weeks.
For 1889 the average was thirty-six and seven-tenths.
Your attention is called to the increase in the enrollment dur-
ing the fall term. The spring term closed in June with an en-
rollment of 1054, and 89 percent, of attendance. In September
we had 1152 enrolled, and 93 per cent, of attendance. This in-
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crease is undoubtedly due to the better accommodations pro-
vided in the new buildings. The number of new admissions,
during the year shows considerable increase over previous years.
New pupils admitted 1890 281
1889 224
1888 160
The irregularities of attendance, tardinesses and dismissions
show considerable diminution. The list of these for the last
ten years is given below.
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" Grade IV, Primary
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All the teachers of the Walker and Peabody schools were
transferred to the new Farragut building in September, and
those of the Cabot Street aud Jones schools to the new Whipple.
The greatest event in the school history of the city for many
years has been the abandonment of the five old buildings, the
Peabody, Cabot Street, Jones, Walker, and Bartlett, and the
occupying the two new buildings named the Whipple and Farra-
gut. The fourteen rooms in these new houses are occupied, and-
the schools are of ordinary size, except the primary grades of
the Whipple, which have a few more than the seating capacity.
An overflow room will have to be provided in the spring
for the lowest grade, either in the old Cabot Street building, or
by utilizing the anteroom on the second floor now used for the
sewing lessons. This latter room is capable of holding twenty
or twenty-five pupils.
One of the greatest evils of the graded system is the tendency
to place too large a number of pupils in charge of one teacher.
This is a great mistake, as it prevents individual instruction.
The teaching of a class as a whole can never produce the
best results. It is only when the teacher knows the needs of
each and every pupil, and can base her instruction upon these,
that we look for the true school work. A class of fifty is so
large as to compel the teacher to handle them as a whole, and
prevent her giving that particular attention to the requirements
of each so necessary to their advancement. Forty pupils
properly taught will furnish all the work one teacher can
possibly do. Add more to the number, and more class
teaching and less individual work must result. As the time
spent by the average child in school is very short, our en-
deavor should be to train him as thoroughly as possible, to
strengthen his weak places, and to give him as much instruction
as he can receive. If we take forty as the number of pupils to
a teacher of a one-grade room, a two-grade room should not
have above thirty-five, and a school having more than two grades
ought not to have over twenty-five or thirty pupils. The ten-
dency everywhere at present seems to be to decrease the num-
ber of pupils to a teacher, and no mistaken notion of economy




At the time of writing the last report the Training School was
without a principal, but, after continuing five months without a
head, Miss Jessie F. Emery of the Pawtucket, R. I. Training
School, a graduate of the Framingham, Mass. Normal School,
(four years course,) was engaged, and entered upon her duties
February i.
It is no easy task with the large number of children and the
small force of pupil teachers to do the required teaching of the
former, and the normal work of the latter. The first must be
done, and the second if it can be. Our corps of pupil teachers
is still too small, but unless we suffer another break in our work,
like the gap between the resignation of Miss Stuart and the
appointment of her successor, we may expect larger numbers.
There have been only three in the class of '91, and one of these
withdrew at the close of the winter term in March, leaving two
who will continue in the school till their graduation. The two
members of the class of '90, continued their course beyond the
required year and a half, and remained with us till June, com-
pleting a full two years training.
It seems to me that the benefits derived from a longer stay in
the school would justify the Board in extending the course from
one and a half to two years.
Five young ladies entered in September, giving us a force of
seven pupil teachers. Although this number is not sufficient to
carry on the work to the best advantage, still, with the aid of an
assistant, we have been able to attain a good measure of success.










































Mr. C. H. Morss, Superintendent of Schools.
Dear Sir :—In accordance with your request, the following
report of the Portsmouth Training School is submitted
:
During the first half of the school year, beginning Septem-
ber 1889, the work at the Cabot street school was conducted
by former graduates of the Training School, aided by the
members of the senior class.
The efficient manner in which the large number of children
in the building was cared for, was creditable, not only to the
former principal, Miss Stuart, but also to the earnest spirit and
enthusiasm of the young ladies employed.
In January, Emma F. Riley, who had previously taught, was
admitted to the junior class of pupil teachers, making its num-
ber three. Alice M. Berry resigned in March to accept an ap-
pointment as teacher in one of the schools of Greenland. A
few weeks later, Miss Riley was transferred temporarily to the
Plains School. Owing to this reduction in our teaching force,
and the entrance of a large class in the lowest room in April,
Misses Ferguson, Seavey and Farrington were retained as assist-
ants. During the last three months, the seniors have been in
a measure responsible for the development of the children
placed under their charge. Their normal work has included a
study of Quincy methods, and Psychology. Previous work
with the Superintendent included the School Laws of New
Hampshire, and the History of Education.
At present, the junior class numbers five. Its members have
had an opportuninty of observing, to some extent, the methods
of work in each grade of the primary department.
The over-crowded condition of our rooms, compelled the
necessity of assigning to juniors, the care of regular classes
much earlier, than is practicable for the best efforts of either
pupils or pupil teachers. Since the resignation of Miss Fergu-
son in November, two of the juniors have done more than well,
in caring for the children of the first grade. In normal work
the class has devoted one period each day to the study of Psy-
chology and the discussion of methods.
Believing that a most important aim in educating those who
are to become teachers, lies in guiding and developing individ-
ual power, we have endeavored to meet the needs of all, helping
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each to preserve her own personality in her work, and to grow
daily more self-reliant. Every effort in discerning and using
opportunities and material about has been encouraged. Thus,
many charts and other original helps for illustration have been
developed for use in our schools. Since we consider the build-
ing of character the highest object to be sought for the youth
in our community, much individual attention has been given to
the prevention and correction of evil habits among the children.
The decrease in tardiness has been marked. A case of tru-
ancy seldom exists to be reported. This is largely the result of
direct appeal to parents, and the interest in the work which we
have labored to arouse in the homes of the pupils. It gives us
pleasure to acknowledge the courteous treatment and hearty
cooperation which we have received in this way, and also by
the frequent visits to our school rooms. The advancement
made by the children during the past year has been somewhat
retarded by crowded classes. However we have reached the
average, and, in some departments, considering numbers and
the inexperience of our teachers, gone beyond it. One feature
of our work has been a rapid gain in the writing. This has re-
sulted from earnest efforts to second our efficient teacher, Mr.
Montgomery, our plan having been to aid his work by making
every written lesson throughout the week a special lesson in
writing, and accepting only the best efforts of the children.
The following table gives statistics concerning the Training
School:
—
Whole number of pupils enrolled in 1890 including class
promoted to Grammar School 270
Number of pupil teachers in 1889 10
" " " " graduated in 1890 2
'• " " " resigned in 1890 1





The free text-book law went into successful operation Jan. 1,
and with this, its first year, we have every reason to feel satisfied.
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It is as yet too early to see or to prophesy what its defects
may be, but, so far, we discover none.
There has been an increase of over twelve per cent, in the
number of pupils in the High School, a part of which is un-
doubtedly to be attributed to the operations of this law.
The cost of the books for primary and grammar grades was
$1878.39 and for the High School $1065.24. For 1891 the
necessary outlay for books and supplies will probably be about
$3000.
It is the policy of the Board not to hamper the work of the
schools by a too scanty supply of material. Everything need-
ful has been supplied promptly, and without niggardliness, and,
as a result, our schools show much better results in their work
than when we were obliged to await the pleasure of parents for
furnishing the necessities of the school room.
READING.
The ability to understand written language lies at the basis
of all good schoolroom work, and this power is developed
through reading. Reading then becomes our most important
branch of study.
The first aim in reading is to get the thought. In oral read-
ing, the order is first the thought, then the expression of that
thought, but thought first. We all have memories of former
schools in which oral expression was the sole aim, the teachers
never probing beneath the surface to find if the comprehension
was the same as the expression. It is not a difficult thing to
teach the mechanical rules of oral reading, so that a pupil will
seem to read intelligently thoughts of which he has no under-
standing, which are to him a foreign language—but such teach-
ers do not teach reading, only word naming in an orderly
manner, much as they would teach a parrot to talk.
The true teacher will first take pains to find out if the
thought is present, and with that properly developed the oral
expression will, in a measure, take care of itself.
Learning to read is simply growing familiar with a vocab-
ulary of written or printed words, but unless each word suggests
its appropriate idea it is useless, and unless a word recalls the
idea instantly the word is not wholly learned. The method
employed in teaching beginners to read can not be given a sig-
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nificant name, because it includes the best points in the word,
the sentence, and the phonic methods so called. But all teach-
ing from the blackboard is in script.
During the first year in school, children read many primers
and first readers, the number varying according to the respec-
tive merits of class and teacher from eight to twelve different
books, the aim being to familiarize them with the appearance
of ordinary words, most of which are already in their spoken
vocabulary. Unfortunately the ideal primer has not yet been
written, and children are obliged, for lack of better material, to
spend their time on the silly stories of our text books.
But in all grades pupils should have practice in listening, and
our little ones can be trained to good habits of attention by
listening to the reading of some classic, as well as to be forced
into the vicious habit of inattention by the use of senseless sto-
ries, thereby weakening the developing intellect. There is noth-
ing stimulating in the inane stories of the primer about " Fan
and her doll." Children have more common sense than to like
these stories. Their main interest in them lies in the pleasure
they derive from recognizing in the printed form words that
they already have in their spoken vocabulary.
During the first three grades of the primary course, when
the child is familiarizing himself with words in print, every
effort should be made to cultivate the taste for noble, whole-
some reading.
The lack of motive in the ordinary child's story is a reason
for the inattention of the class. While drilling on the short
and mostly senseless stories of the reading book the teacher
should supply from her own broader knowledge the deficiencies
of the books, and from her own resources keep before her class
the highest ideals, literary as well as moral. The fable, parable,
and myth were of old favorite forms of writing, and children
of the present delight in these old stories. These should be
given tbem at an early age, before their enthusiasm for the mar-
velous has abated, as it will before they are able to read every
word aloud, with good expression. In other words, much si-
lent reading should form a part of every school program of
every grade. The child will be called upon to do many times
as much silent as oral reading, yet the rule in school has been
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in the past to make oral reading the most important, and to for-
bid any other books than the reading book of the class.
" There is no one form of literary art so elementary as the
fable, and no book so emphatically a child's first book in liter-
ature as one which gathers the fables most familiar to the ears
of English speaking people." The Fables of yEsop and Won-
der Book of Hawthorne always interest the children if given
them early enough.
The introduction in 1886 of reading matter to supplement the
too scant material of the reading book gave the opportunity
to provide for a course in literature to cultivate and elevate
the taste of the pupils of our lower schools. Previously all this
work had been reserved for the high school course where only
about ten per cent, of the pupils could derive benfit from it.
That the course as now pursued helps Hie children in their
understanding and appreciation of the more wholesome class
of reading, a visit to the classes will demonstrate.










Longfellow—Children's Hour, Paul Revere's Ride,
Lady Wentworth and other short poems.
SIXTH YEAR.
Kingsley—Water Babies.
Hawthorne—Grandfather's Chair, Tales of the White Hills.
Burroughs—Birds and Bees.
Longfellow—Hiawatha and other poems.
SEVENTH YEAR.
Kingsley—Greek Heroes.
Hawthorne—Biographical Sketches, Twice Told Tales.
Franklin—Autobiography.
[Dickens—Child's History of England.]






Scott— Ivanhoe or Kenilworth, Lady of the Lake,
In addition to this course there are several other authors
that are read in connection with the history and geography
studies.
BOOK-KEEPING.
A very important change has been made this year in the
methods of teaching book-keeping. The complaint that our
pupils had a very poor idea of business methods, and none at
all of how to keep a set of books had some justification in the
fact. The vital connection between the imaginary transactions
of the book, and the problems of actual business seems never to
have been made. To make this connection and to give reality
to the work the methods and practice of actual mercantile life
have been introduced, and each pupil conducts some kind of
business.
Each pupil was started in his chosen line of business with a
cash capital of $500 and a certain amount of stock in trade.
Money, check books and the other necessities for business
were printed at a small expense, and with these the pupil pro-
ceeded to do actual buying and selling, the goods being repre-
sented by cards. Receipts were required for all goods sold and
paid for, and bills were paid either in cash or by check upon
the school bank. In this way almost daily practice was given
in the making of bills, checks, notes, drafts etc. Books were
balanced each week to give plenty of practice in this part of
the work.
This method was put into successful operation last year, by
Mr. Boylston of the Walker School, and very ably continued by
his successor, Miss Pierce. The results of this preliminary trial
were so satisfactory, that in September all the book-keeping
classses in the city, including the High School, began the work
in this way.
I cannot speak too highly of the quality of the work done
this last term by the classes of the Farragut and Haven schools.
The pupils are very enthusiastic, and their excellent under-
standing of the subjecf is ample compensation to the teachers
for the added work the method causes them.
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As our classes now acquire greater proficiency than formerly
in Arithmetic before reaching the eighth grade, it seems to me
that the forms of single entry might be taught in the eighth, and
the subject entirely finished in the ninth grade, removing the
study entirely from the High School, whose course of study is,
even after careful revision, too crowded with subjects.
GIFTS.
Through the generosity of Storer Post, G. A. R., we are able
to display the national flag from every school building within
the city, and from the Woodbury suburban school. These pro-
vide us with an additional aid in inculcating love of country,
that pride in the glory and integrity of our nation that should
fill every loyal heart.
The exercises connected with the flag raising last October
have been so fully described in the pamphlet issued by the
Post that further description is unnecessary.
Several pictures have also been presented to the school by
those interested in their welfare. By this thoughtfulness the
barren walls of our rooms are gradually assuming an attractive






To the High School Committee, .Portsmouth, JV. H.
Gentlemen:—For the school year 1889-90, the record of at-
tendance was as follows :
—
Whole number enrolled 134
Average number belonging 126
Average daily attendance 121
Per cent, of attendance 96
Number not absent 17
Instances of tardiness 323
The class entering the school in September was so large that
our whole number was increased to 152. The number enrolled
each year since 1885 shows the necessity for a provision for the
better accommodation of the school.
Number enrolled 1885-86, 115
Number enrolled 1886-87, 124
Number enrolled 1887-88, 126
Number enrolled 1888-89, I21
Number enrolled 1889-90, 134
Number enrolled Fall, '90, 152
It is a matter of much regret to those interested in the wel-
fare of the school that the appropriation for remodelling the
present building which passed the board of Mayor and Alder-
men last spring, failed to pass the Common Council. In con-
sequence of this, classes have been much hampered in their
work. The laboratory on the first floor has to be used for reci-
tation purposes. It is very awkwardly arranged for any kind
of a class except one in Chemistry, and is insufficiently lighted
even for that. It is suitable only for what it was originally
built for, an entrance hall to the building.
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The last class graduated numbered twenty six, twenty in the
full course, and six in the English course of three years. The































I would recommend the extension of the English course
from three to four years. Three years are too short a time for
the proper development of the subjects of the course. Although
the last revision cut down the number of studies that were
taken for one term only, still there are enough subjects now in
the course completely to occupy the time of the pupil for four
years if taught with fulness. Book-Keeping, Physical Geogra-
phy, Civil Government, Physiology, Astronomy and Commer-
cial Arithmetic are each given one term. That means for
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those that happen to come in the short terms of twelve weeks,
not over fifty lessons, and generally not much over forty. An
adult mind could scarcely expect to accomplish a great amount,
in Astronomy for instance, in twelve weeks, and immature
minds will do less.
The English course has always been considered as more el-
ementary than either of the other courses in the school, and it
seems right to put them all on an equality.
The number of pupils pursuing the different studies during
the last term was as follows :
—
















Your attention is invited to the following report of the prin-
cipal of the school.
Mr. C. H. Morss, Superintendent of Schools,
Dear Sir : I take pleasure in submitting the following re-
port :
The changes in the course of study outlined in the last report
have been carried into effect as far as existing limitations would
permit. The first year is hardly a sufficient test of a new
course of study ; yet on the whole, it seems to be an improve-
ment. We may be satisfied with the increased attention to
English for which it calls, and yet it makes very evident our
need of careful and systematic instruction in elocution. Dis-
tinct utterance and careful enunciation add much to the charm
of conversation, and more attention should be given to this
than our present work allows.
It seems to be very popular now-a-days to advocate increas-
ing the number of subjects taught in the public schools. Many
who urge this fail to understand that it is not how much, but
how well school work is done that will determine the efficiency
of the school in developing mind and character. The president
of our oldest university has referred to this in the following
words : " Few can have failed to note that with the develop-
ment of our public schools there is a continual tendency to
thrust upon the teachers the duties that were once thought to
be specially the function of the parent. The training in morals
and manners which should be the first care of the parent is
now demanded of the teacher. The mother who cannot make
her boy "mind" at home now appeals to his teacher. The
latter is expected to influence the child to love good books and
good company, to cultivate in him habits of personal neatness,
to arouse sentiments of humanity, charity, kindness, affection,
in fact to do all that the ideal parent could do, and to do it while
carrying out an elaborate course of study which would tax to
the utmost the powers of an able instructor, all in the hours al-
lotted to school work, with all the possibilities of interruption
and diversion which only a practical teacher can understand.
The influence of the street and of the hours spent out of school
often directly antagonizes the work of the teacher.
"
The close of the school year in June was marked by an inno-
vation in the character of graduating exercises which seemed
to those most concerned an improvement. The inspiring and
earnest words spoken on that occasion were in marked contrast
to the platitudinous and mechanical essays so frequently heard
on similar occasions.
During the year portraits of some of the authors whose
works are read in the school have been hung upon the walls of
the rooms, and the last graduating class gave as a memorial of
the class of '90 a fine engraving, "The Acropolis of Athens."
The advent of a large entering class made the necessity of
an addition to the teaching force more apparent than before,
and the committee promptly supplied the required assistance.
The successful prosecution of the work is greatly impeded
by the lack of sufficient class room accommodations and lab-
oratory facilities. If the same space which the building now
IOI
affords could be differently arranged a great improvement
would be effected.
On the part of a majority of the pupils a gratifying earnest-
ness is plainly evident ; the lack of it in others may be ac-
counted for by the time and attention given to social pleas-
ures and other attractions which divert the interest from school
work. When these matters are made to assume their true re-






ist year, Algebra, Eng. History, Book Keeping, English.
Phys. Geography, "
" Botany, Civil Government, "
2nd year, Geometry, Botany, Physics, English.
" Ancient History, Physics, English.
It a li «
3rd year, Physiology, Modern History, Chemistry, English.
Astronomy, " " "
Commercial Arith., " " "
LATIN COURSE.
1st year, Latin Gram., Algebra, English History, English.
" " a «
" Botany, "
2nd year, Caesar, Geometry, Botany, or Physics, English.
" Anc. History, " " "
jdyear, Cicero, French, Mediaeval History or Chemistry, English
" " Modern " " " "
4th year, Vergil, French, Physiology, English.
'• " Astronomy, "






Le Voyage de Pere Perrichon (play.)
Graziella, (Lamartine.)
Les Doigts de Fee, (Play for sight reading.
)
FOURTH CLASS.
Le Roi des Montagnes, (Edmond About.)
Esther, (Racine.)
Precis de la Litterature Francaise, (to 16th ct.) (Thuriet.)
Les Precieuses Ridicules.
Dosia, (Henri Greville.) Sight reading.
Respectfully submitted,
C. H. MORSS, Superintendant.
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APPENDIX A.
STATISTICS FOR SCHOOL YEAR 1889-90-
Number of children in the city May i, between the




Length of school year in weeks 39
Whole number of different pupils registered 1290
Average number belonging to schools 1032
Average daily attendance 918
Average daily absence 114
Percentage of daily attendance 89
Number of pupils who have not been absent '82
Number of pupils who have not been absent or tardy 35
Number of visits by Superintendent 42
1
Number of visits by committee 54
Number of visits by others 902
Total visits 1377
Whole number of pupils exclusive of those who had been
previously registered in some other school 1232
Boys 62 7
Girls 605
Number of pupils under five years of age 3
" over fifteen years of age 151
" between five and fifteen 1078
" under six years of age 113
" over sixteen years of age 78
" between six and sixteen 1041
" who have attended more than two weeks 1201
Boys 610
Girls 591
Number of non-resident pupils 32
" sessions substitutes were employed 1890 109
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OUTLINE OF WORK 1891
LANGUAGE.
fist year. First Half.
Conversational exercises—[Miss Badlam's Suggestive Les-
sons, pp 7-32.]
Read from blackboard, [script ;] from Appleton's and But-
ler's charts, and two primers.
Copy words and sentences from reading lessons.
Phonic drill daily.
Use as guide Miss Badlam's Suggestive Lessons in Reading.
Second Half.
Read six or more Primers and several First Readers.
Memory gems from Nursery Classics and other sources.
Dictation.
Capitals, period, question marks.
Write simple letters.
Story telling and reproduction, [Suggestive Lessons, p 40.]
Phonics daily.
second year. First Half.
Drill book—Franklin Second Reader. Read five or six First
Readers, and two or more Second Readers at sight. Silent
Reading.
Memory gems.
Spelling—[Written,] words from all lessons.




Stories from pictures, oral and written.
Second Half.
Drill book—Franklin Second Reader. Read several Second
Readers at sight. Silent reading.
Continue in other lines the work of first half year.
THIRD YEAR.
Drill book—Franklin Third Reader. Read several Second
and Third Readers at sight. Silent Reading.
Memory gems.
Spelling, oral and written, from all lessons.
Phonics daily.
Miss Hyde's Practical Lessons in Use of English, Book I,
Part I, also Suggestive Lessons, Appendix.
FOURTH YEAR.
Drill book—Franklin Third Reader. Sight and Silent read-
ing-
Supplementary reading—^Esop's Fables, Anderson's Fairy
Tales, Miss Andrews' Seven Little Sisters, Each and All, Miss
Hall's Our World, Stories of Child Life.
Spelling as before.
Phonics.
Use Practical Lessons, Book I, Part IT.
FIFTH YEAR.
Reading—Franklin Fourth Reader. Hawthorne's Wonder
Book, De Foe's Robinson Crusoe, Longfellow's Shorter Poems,
[Leaflets.] Stories from American History. Seaside and Way-
side No. 3. Much Silent Reading.
Phonics daily.
Memory gems. Metcalf's Language Exercises, Part I.
Spelling from all lessons, oral and written.
SIXTH YEAR.
Reading—Franklin Fourth Reader. Sight and silent read-
ing daily. Hawthorne's Grandfather's Chair. Kingsley's Water
Babies. Burroughs' Birds and Bees. Longfellow's Shorter
Poems, and Hiawatha, Eggleston's Primary History of U. S.
Phonics daily.
Spelling from all lessons, oral and written.
Declamations once a month.
Metcalf's Language Exercises, Parts II and III.
SEVENTH YEAR.
Reading—Franklin Fifth Reader. Hawthorne's Biographi-
Ill
cal Sketches, Twice Told Tales, &c. Franklin's Autobiography,
Whittier's Snow Bound Among the Hills, and Tent on the
Beach. Kingsley's Greek Heroes.
Spelling as before.
Declamations once a month.
Practical Lessons in Use of English, Book II, Our Language,
Part I
EIGHTH YEAR.
Reading—Franklin Fifth Reader. Irving's Sketch Book,
Longfellow's Evangeline and Miles Standish, Churchs' Stories
of the Old World. Spelling, oral and written.
Phonics daily.
Declamations once a month.







and case forms. [Patterson's Grammar to Lesson 32.]
NINTH YEAR.
Read Scott's Ivanhoe and Lady of the Lake. Life of Scott.
Spelling, both oral and written.
Phonics dail\.
Declamations once a month.
Composition, as for eighth year.
Grammar—Analysis ; Pronouns ; Adjectives ; Verbs—Pat-
terson's Grammar.
ARITHMETIC.
first year. First Half.
Numbers to 5, objectively, [without figures.] Use Went-
worth and Reed as a guide.
Second Half.
Numbers to 10, objectively ; teach figures ; counting objects
to 50 ; Use Wentworth and Reed, also Numbers Illustrated.
Roman Numerals to XII—Teach time by the clock.
second year. First Half.
Numbers to 15. Signs of addition, subtraction, multiplic a
tion and division. Halves and fourths. Pint, quart, gallon.
U. S. Money. Building tables. Time by the clock.
Second Half.
Numbers to 20. Thirds and sixths. Pound, ounce, peck,
bushel. Roman Notation to XX. U. S. Money.
third year. First Half.
Add, substract, multiply and divide to 100. Numeration and
Notation to 1000. Yard, foot, inch. Teach fifths and eights.
U. S. Money. Give much mental work. [First Lessons in
Numbers.]
Second Half.
Add, substract, multiply and divide (divisors to 12) to 1000.
Roman Notation to M. U. S. Money. Mental work.
fourth year. First Half.
Addition and subtraction to 1,000,000. Tenths and hun-
dredths. Teach the principal weights and measures. Mental
Arithmetic. (Brief Course Arithmetic.)
Second Half.
Multiplication and Division to 1,000,000. Addition and sub-
traction of small fractions, objectively. U. S. Money. Bills.
Mental Arithmetic.
fifth year. First Half.
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division, thor-
oughly reviewed. Common weights and measures. Simple
fractions to twelfths and hundredths (all the processes.) U. S.
Money. Mental work. (Brief Course Arithmetic.)
Second Half.
Fractions to twelfths and thousandths. U. S. Money.
Weights and Measures. Bills. Mental Work.
SIXTH YEAR. First Half.
Addition, subtraction and division of common and decimal
fractions (simultaneously.) Bills. Factors and Multiples.
H3
Second Half.
Multiplication of fractions. Weights and measures comple-
ted. (Measurements pp 1 21-166, omitting Metric System.)
seventh year. First Half.
Compound Numbers. Practical work in long, square and
cubic measures, and in avoirdupois weight.
Second Half.
Percentage (without the element of time.)
eighth year. First Half.
Percentage, with element of time, (method of interest page
187.) Review the work of previous years.
Second Half.
Percentage finished and reviewed.
ninth year. First Half.
Ratio and Proportion, Involution and Evolution, including





third year. First Half.
Home Geography. School surroundings ; direction
;
points
of the compass ; forms of land and water. [Use moulding
table.]
Second Half.
Climate. Soils. Productions. Grand divisions of land and
water. Teach meaning of maps and globes.
fourth year. First Half.
Review work of third year. People, including government,
religion, etc. Geography of Portsmouth. New Hampshire.
United States in general and special study of New England.
ii4
Use maps and globes. Read Miss Andrews' Seven Little Sis-
ters and Each and All. Miss Hall's Our World.
Second Half.
The rest of North America. South America.
fifth year. First Half.
Primary Geography as a text book. Review N. and S. Amer-
ica by topics. Europe. Map drawing by tracing. Geograph-
ical Readers.
Second Half.
Asia, Africa, Australia by topics. Maps. Geographical
Readers.
sixth year. First Half.
Grammar School Geography. United States and the rest of
North America. Special study of N. H. and New England.
Map drawing.
Second Half.
South America. Great Britain. Use Geographical Readers.
Map drawing.
seventh year. First Half.
Europe. Asia. Map drawing.
Second Half.
Africa. Australia and Pacific Islands. New Hampshire and
New England. Map drawing.
eighth year. First Half




Review topics once a week.
HISTORY.
FIFTH YEAR.




Read Grandfather's Chair. Local history. Stories from
English and American History. Read a primary history of
United States.
SEVENTH YEAR.
Read Dicken's Child's History of England. Discuss events
that had a particular bearing on our own history.
EIGHTH YEAR.
American History by topics to 1789.
NINTH YEAR.
American History since 1789, Constitution of U. S. State
and City Government. Read Miss Dawes, How We are Gov-
erned.
Physiology. ">





Beane, Sarah R Haven 1 23 South Street..
Brown, Wendell P Haven . .
.
Clark, Irene Whipple .
Drake, Susan F Lafayette
Emery , Jessie F .... Whipple .
Farrington, Mabel E. . . .Whipple .
Farrington, Martha Plains . .
Gilbert, Annie P Spalding.
Ham, Florence A Franklin .
Kenney, Carrie B High ....
Knox, Carrie W Haven
.VIII, IX 5 Melcher
.V 42 State
.I-IX Banfield Road .
Training Prin . . 9 Islington
.IV 31 Cabot
.I-IX 31 Cabot
. .I-IV 22 Cass
. . I, II 70 Maplewood Ave.
. Assistant 14 High Street ....
II 23 South
Lamprey, Annie L Woodbury . .I-VIII Newington Roa(:
Laughton, Margaret J. . Haven VI, VII 18 Gates Street
Magraw, Emma J. W. . High Assistant 17 School
Mathes, Frances A High Assistant 1 Rock
Montgomery, John S Penmanship 10 Cabot
Morrison, Annie L Farragut V, VI 18 Austin
Morss, Charles H Superintendent . 39 State
Newton, Alice J Franklin 111,1V 22 Dennett
Newton, Ellen A Farragut 11,111 22 Dennett
Pickering, John E Whipple VIII,IX 17 Summer
Pickering, Lura H Farragut .... VII 3 Pearl
Pierce, Nellie F Farragut VIII,LX 113 State
Piper, Idella M Farragut .... IV,V 7 High
Prescott, Mary E Farragut . . .1 6 Sheafe
Remick, Harriet M Sewing 1 Summer
Rothwell, Matilda F . . . . Haven IV,V 15 South
Sanderson, Florence E. .Haven Ill,IV 23 Richards Ave. .
.
Seavey, Ella M Whipple ... .VII, VIII 3 Lincoln Ave. ..
Shackley, Ida E Whipple ... VI 70 Islington Street.
Smart, Annie E Drawing 23 South
Upton, Irving H High Principal 21 Islington
Whittier, Geo. D Music 31 South
Wright, Fannie E High Assistant 113 State
TRAINING SCHOOL.
Morrison, Nellie F Whipple Senior 18 Austin Street.
Riley, Emma F " " 7 High
Conner, Alice II " Junior 12 Union
Hodgdon, Mable " " 66 Middle
Jarvis, Marin, B " ' 60 Islington
Jarvis, Maud L " " 60 Islington
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